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You want what’s best for your child.  
Yet, you want what’s right for your budget and busy  
life. And more, what is easier on the environment.

As a family owned company, we deeply understand.  
That’s why we are committed to providing not just  
exceptional cloth diapers, but products that are  
better for your child, your family, and our world.
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better for our world
USA MADE AND SUSTAINABLE

We are very proud of the fact 
that all Thirsties products are 
manufactured in Colorado, USA, 
by a group of very talented 
individuals, many of whom are 
moms who work in the comfort 
and convenience of their own 
homes.  We are committed to fair 
and sustainable labor practices, 
providing people in our own 
communities with jobs, and helping 
local economies.

And we do not stop there. More 
than 90% of the fabrics and 
materials we use are USA-sourced. 
This reduces our carbon footprint, 
helps support domestic textile 
mills, and ensures the highest 
quality cloth diapers that will last 
wash after wash.  In addition, we 
recycle 100% of our scrap fabric 
which is re-purposed for insulation 
and other uses. 

Why do we go to so much trouble? 
Because socially and 
environmentally responsible 
practices are as important to us as 
they are to you. 

better for your family
AFFORDABLE AND EASY

Your baby will go through an 
astonishing 6,000 to 9,000 diapers 
from birth to potty. Using disposable 
diapers and wipes adds up to an 
average total cost of $2,500. When 
purchasing Thirsties modern cloth 
diapers you will save up to $2,000 
during the diapering of your child 
while enjoying the same ease-of-use 
as disposables.

And big savings aren’t the only 
bonus. With Thirsties, there are no 
late-night  trips to the grocery store 
for more diapers, no emptying your 
diaper pail into your already full trash 
bin, no pins and no rubber pants.  
Thirsties modern cloth diapers go 
on your baby just as disposables do 
but with oodles more cuteness and 
style. 

better for your child
RELIABLE AND COMFORTABLE

Supreme comfort , superior fit, and 
unparalleled leak proof performance 
in every diaper — this is Thirsties’ 
hallmark.  

Providing the very best diaper for 
your child’s well-being requires 
exceptional design, the highest 
quality fabrics, and sewing with 
the utmost care and attention. 
Take for instance, our signature leg 
gussets move with your baby to 
provide a custom fit and advanced 
protection against leaks — essential 
for controlling newborn messes 
and for babies on the move!  Our 
Hook & loop or snap closures allow 
for  the greatest adjustability for 
an amazingly snug fit.  The use of 
our waterproof, yet breathable PUL 
, along with our ultra-absorbent 
microfiber terry or hemp jersey inner 
layer, in combination with our stay 
dry microfleece keeps your baby 
feeling dry and the messes inside.

Because of our high quality 
standards for raw materials and 
manufacturing, we offer one of the 
best warranties in the industry.
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Sizing: 
One Size:
In an effort to maximize the affordability of cloth 
diapering your baby, Thirsties One Size Pocket Dia-
per and One Size All In One are designed to fit most 
babies from 8-40 lbs. They both feature three rows 
of adjustable rise snaps to customize the fit to your 
baby from “birth to potty”.

Two Size:
Thirsties Duo Line is a two size diaper system de-
signed to provide a secure customizable fit for your 
baby from 6 – 4o lbs. Each of the two sizes in the 
Thirsties Duo Line features three rows of snaps to 
adjust the rise to your baby’s size and shape.

Sized:
Our Diaper Covers are part of our sized system and 
are available in four sizes; x-small, small, medium, 
and large. Sized diaper systems offer a specialized fit 
for your baby, but each size covers a narrower range 
than that of a Duo or One size system.  

Components:
Hook & Loop Closure:
A hook & loop fastening system inspired by nature’s 
cockleburs. Thirsties hook & loop is considered to be 
the strongest and most durable on the market. Hook 
& loop closures allow for the greatest adjustability for 
an amazingly snug fit.  Thirsties diaper changes are 
quick and easy thanks to hook & loop closures! 

Snaps Closure:
Our plastic snaps are used throughout the Duo line 
for the adjustable rise and also as a closure op-
tion. Snaps are very durable, easy to use, and are 
also strong deterrents to toddlers who prefer to be 
diaper-free. 

Gussets:
A gusset is a crescent-shaped insert added to the 
leg openings of Thirsties products for added per-
formance and expansion. Thirsties signature leg 
gussets move with your baby, providing advanced 
protection against leaks. The expansion and contrac-
tion of our leg gussets also allow for a more custom 
fit for all baby shapes and sizes. You’ll find they are 
essential for controlling newborn messes and for 
babies on the move!

Fabrics:
PUL:
A waterproof, yet breathable, fabric used in all 
Thirsties waterproof diapers. PUL, which stands for 
polyurethane laminate, is made from a very durable 
(and colorful) polyester knit. No stuffy plastic or rubber 
pants! Thirsties PUL provides a very reliable, pliable, 
and comfortable outer layer for your baby’s diapers.

Microfleece:
A soft, napped wool-like fabric made from synthetic 
fibers. Microfleece fabric does not absorb, but rather 
allows moisture to pass right through. Consequently, 
Thirsties diapers lined with microfleece provide a 
‘stay-dry’ effect for your baby’s comfort. Microfleece 
reduces diaper rash, resists staining, and is buttery 
soft to the touch.

Hemp Jersey:
Our custom hemp jersey fabric is as soft as your 
favorite t-shirt but is more durable than pure cotton 
of the same weight and absorbs 25% more mois-
ture! By using hemp, we are able to offer a substan-
tial amount of absorbency to your diapering system 
without adding a tremendous amount of bulk. No 
other hemp jersey on the market compares to the 
thicker, softer, and more durable hemp textile made 
to our exacting specifications. We know you  
will love it.

Microfiber Terry: 
Our synthetic microfiber terry is used throughout our 
line as a soaker due to its performance characteris-
tics of being highly absorbent and quick drying. 

Organic Cotton:
Organic cotton is soft to the touch, absorbent,  and 
chemical free, making it an excellent choice for 
babies with allergies or sensitive skin. You will find 
organic cotton in the body of Thirsties Natural One 
Size all in one and Natural Newborn all in one Diapers 
as well as our Organic Cloth Wipes and Organic Cot-
ton Doublers.

Bamboo Cotton:
Our bamboo cotton is irresistibly soft, naturally 
organic and ultra-absorbent, able to hold 3 times its 
weight in water. This porous fiber is breathable and  
wicks moisture away from baby’s skin, leaving baby 
cool and dry. Bamboo cotton is used on Thirsties 
Natural One Size Fitted Diaper and our Natural New-
born Fitted Diaper.

Understanding Thirsties



How many cloth diapers 
do I need to get started?

How many daily changes should I expect?

Newborn:   10-12 diapers
6-12 months:   8-10 diapers
12-24 months:  6-8 diapers
24+ months:   4-6 diapers

How many diapers  will I need in rotation?

Newborn:   20-24 diapers
6-12 months:   16-20 diapers
12-24 months:  12-16 diapers
24+ months:   8-12 diapers

How many covers do I need?

A single Thirsties Duo Wrap or Thirsties Diaper 
Cover can be wiped clean and reused several 
times before requiring a full washing.  Thirsties 
recommends one wrap for every 3-4 diapers.
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blackbird

white

features and benefits:
•  More absorbent and dries 3 times faster than the 

Duo All In One

•  Convenient, trim fitting, and absorbent

•  Goes on in one simple step - cloth diapering doesn’t 
get easier

•  One size diaper provides a customizable fit for most 
babies from birth to potty

•  4 total layers of absorbent microfiber terry, a 
microfleece liner and a reliable waterproof exterior

•  Stay-dry microfleece liner provides wetness protec-
tion

pair with:
Thirsties Hemp Insert or Doubler for heavy wetters  
or extended, overnight use

closure options:
Hook & loop or snap

sizing:
Size      Weight Range Age Range
One Size   8-40 lbs (4-18 kg)    0-36 months

content:
Outer: 100% polyester with waterproof urethane 
coating
Inner Liner: 100% polyester microfleece
Inner Soaker: 100% polyester microfiber terry
Inner Absorbency: 1 layer of microfiber terry

Made in the USA

Thirsties One Size All in One reusable diaper 
truly challenges the convenience and trim-fit 
of a disposable diaper. This diaper goes on in 
one simple step, offers absorbency, waterproof 
protection, and adjustability all rolled up into 
a stylish, comfortable and extremely effective 
cloth diaper. The soaker is sewn in on one side 
(at the top of the diaper), which makes adding 
extra absorbent layers a cinch and tremendously 
decreases drying time.

All in all, Thirsties One Size AIO gets a BIG 
thumbs-up from your wallet, your family, your 
daycare facility, and occasional caretakers alike.

color  options:

hoot

fin

alice
brights

meadow aqua

fallen
leaves

woodland aspen
grove

mountain
range

moss midnight 
blue

irispoppy

adventure
trail

birdiehappy 
camper

mountain 
bike

ocean life

one size all in one our easy to use one-piece diaper   MSRP 19.75



newborn all in one our easy to use one-piece diaper   MSRP 15.50

color  options:

blackbird adventure
trail

birdiehappy 
camper

mountain 
bike

fallen
leaves

alice
brights

woodland aspen
grove

mountain
range

ocean life

features and benefits:
•  Goes on in one simple step - cloth diapering doesn’t 

get easier

•  Umbilical cord snap down may be used while cord 
stump is present or belly button is healing

•  4 total layers of absorbent microfiber terry, a 
microfleece liner and a reliable waterproof exterior

•  Stay-dry microfleece liner provides wetness 
protection

•  Gentle elastic around legs and waist provides 
protection against leaks

pair with:
Thirsties Hemp Insert or Doubler for heavy wetters or 
extended, overnight use

closure options:
Hook & loop or snap

sizing:
Size      Weight Range Age Range
Newborn   5-14 lbs (2-6 kg)      0-3 months

content:
Outer: 100% polyester with waterproof urethane 
coating
Inner Liner: 100% polyester microfleece
Inner Soaker: 100% polyester microfiber terry
Inner Absorbency: 1 layer of microfiber terry

Made in the USA

Thirsties Newborn All In One was carefully designed 
with the needs and comfort of a new baby in mind. 
This trim-fitting diaper goes on in one simple step 
and includes an umbilical cord snap down (only 
available in snap closure version) and adjustable 
rise, providing a custom fit for most babies from (5-
14 lbs).

Our convenient Newborn All in One diaper delivers 
absorbency, waterproof protection and adjustability 
all rolled up into a stylish, comfortable and 
extremely effective cloth diaper.

fin aqua moss irisstorm
cloud

midnight 
blue
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blackbird

features and benefits:
•  Interior consists of 11 thirsty layers of natural fibers 

: 3 layers of organic cotton in the body and 2 soaker 
pads with 8 layers of hemp/organic cotton

•  Goes on in one simple step - cloth diapering doesn’t 
get easier

•  One size diaper provides a customizable fit for most 
babies from birth to potty

•  Convenient, trim fitting and absorbent

•  Gentle elastic around legs and waist provide 
protection against leaks

pair with:
Thirsties Hemp Insert or Cotton Doubler for heavy 
wetters or extended, overnight use

closure options:
Hook & loop or snap

sizing:
Size      Weight Range Age Range
One Size   8-40 lbs (4-18 kg)    0-36 months

content:
Outer: 100% polyester with waterproof TPU 
laminate
Inner Liner: 100% organic cotton
Inner Absorbency: 2 layers of 100% organic 
cotton
Inner Soakers: 8  layers of 55% hemp - 45% 
organic cotton

Please give a warm welcome to our all-new 
Natural One-Size All-in-One diaper! 

This new, easy-to-use cloth diaper includes 11 
thirsty layers of natural fibers: 3 layers of organic 
cotton in the body and 2 soaker pads with 8 
layers of the same hemp/organic cotton used in 
the inserts and prefolds Thirsties customers have 
grown to know and love. 

Whether parents are first-timers at cloth 
diapering or old pros, this Natural option offers 
convenience, gentle elastic, a trim fit and 
incredible absorbency all with a simple one-and-
done step.

color  options:

hoot alice
brights

fallen
leaves

woodland aspen
grove

mountain
range

adventure
trail

birdiehappy 
camper

mountain 
bike

ocean life

natural one size all in one our organic cotton & hemp one-piece diaper   MSRP 25.75

fin meadow midnight 
blue

irisaqua moss poppyocean blue



natural newborn all in one our organic cotton & hemp one-piece diaper   MSRP 18.50

color  options:

blackbird adventure
trail

birdiehappy 
camper

mountain 
bike

alice
brights

fallen
leaves

woodland aspen
grove

mountain
range

ocean life

features and benefits:
•  Interior consists of 8 thirsty layers of natural fibers 

- 2 layers of organic cotton in the body and 6 layers 
of hemp/organic cotton in the soaker pads

•  Goes on in one simple step - cloth diapering doesn’t 
get easier

•  Snap closure version offers umbilical cord snap 
down which may be used while cord stump is 
present or belly button is healing 

•  Convenient, trim fitting and absorbent
•  Gentle elastic around legs and waist provide 

protection against leaks

pair with:
Thirsties Hemp Insert or Cotton Doubler for heavy 
wetters or extended, overnight use

closure options:
Hook & loop or snap

sizing:
Size      Weight Range Age Range
Newborn   5-14 lbs (2-6 kg)      0-3 months

content:
Outer: 100% polyester with waterproof TPU 
laminate
Inner Liner: 100% organic cotton
Inner Absorbency: 2 layers of 100% organic 
cotton
Inner Soakers: 8 layers of 55% hemp - 45% 
organic cotton

New parents can cloth diaper simply and naturally 
with Thirsties newest diaper, the Natural Newborn 
All in One. Sized specifically with the needs and 
comfort of a new baby in mind, this new diaper is 
convenient, trim fitting and our snap closure option 
offers an umbilical cord snap-down feature.  

The absorbent interior includes 8 thirsty layers of 
natural fibers - 2 layers of organic cotton and 6 
layers of hemp/organic cotton. 

You can rest easy focusing on your new bundle of 
joy, not what’s on your baby’s bottom.

fin aqua moss irisstorm
cloud

midnight 
blue
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features and benefits:
•  A two-piece cloth diapering system combining 8 

layers of absorbency with a waterproof exterior 

• No need to remove soiled inserts; they agitate out 
   in the wash

•  Newborn insert - 3 layers of microfiber. Full size 
insert - 5 layers of hemp cotton

•  Inserts can be used individually or snapped 
together to provide four different absorbency and 
size options

•  Signature leg gussets provide gentle, yet secure, 
leak protection

pair with:
Thirsties Hemp Insert or Doubler for heavy wetters or 
extended, overnight use

closure options:
Hook & loop or snap

sizing:

Size                Weight Range                    Age Range
One Size 8-40 lbs (4-18 kg) 0-36 
months

content:
Outer: 100% polyester with waterproof urethane 
coating 
Inner: 100% polyester microfleece 
Newborn insert: 100% polyester–microfiber 
terry   
Full size insert: 55% Hemp, 45% Cotton  

Made in the USA

Thirsties One-Size Pocket Diaper is ultra-
absorbent, a cinch to use, and designed to 
provide a great fit for most babies from 8 to 40 
lbs. The included inserts provide eight thirsty 
layers of absorbency, making this a dependable 
diaper for both day and nighttime use. Plus, our 
hand pocket design features an opening on both 
sides of the diaper for easy stuffing and cleaning. 
There is no need to remove soiled inserts before 
washing, toss the Thirsties One- Size Pocket 
Diaper in the washing machine and the insert will 
agitate free during the wash cycle.

Pairing our adjustable rise with our signature 
leg gussets ensures messes will be contained 
whether your baby is tall, short, slim or chunky.

one size pocket our ultra-absorbent pocket diaper   MSRP 20.75

fin meadow aqua iris poppy midnight 
blue

blackbird

color  options:

hoot alice
brights

fallen
leaves

woodland aspen
grove

mountain
range

adventure
trail

birdiehappy 
camper

mountain 
bike

ocean life

ocean blue moss



cloth diapers

1:  Thirsties 
comes highly 
recommended by 
other moms

2:  They read positive 
reviews online. 

3:  Thirsties products 
are made in the 
USA

Top 3
reasons 

our customers 
choose Thirsties:

of our 
customers 
think that using 
cloth diapers 
is easier than 
they thought 
or about what 
they expected.

98% 

Our customers say Thirsties is 
their favorite diaper because:

they have the best 
fit and highest 
quality for the price.
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Thirsties Duo Wraps are completely waterproof yet 
remain breathable, pliable, and very comfortable 
for your baby’s delicate skin. They are the preferred 
wrap for prefolds or trim fit diapers, such as our 
Natural One Size Fitted diaper. Leg gussets provide 
advanced leak-proof protection and bindings are 
super-soft against your baby’s skin. Thirsties Duo 
Wraps are a very trim fitting cover and with the 
adjustable rise you will only need two sizes from 
birth to potty.

The inside of Duo Wraps can be wiped clean 
between uses allowing for fewer wraps in rotation 
and greater affordability. We recommend one cover 
for every 3-4 diapers in rotation (excluding diapers 
with waterproof exteriors).

features and benefits:
•  Pliable, breathable ultra-comfortable waterproof 

fabric

•  Wipe wrap clean between diaper changes

•  Trim fit

•  Leg gussets for advanced leak protection

pair with:
Thirsties Duo Hemp Prefold, Duo Fab Fitted,  
or Stay Dry Duo Insert

closure options:
Hook & loop or snap

sizing:

Size Weight Range Age Range
One 6-18 lbs (3-8 kg)          0-9 months
Two 18-40 lbs (8-18 kg)     9-36 months 

content:
100% polyester with waterproof urethane 
coating

Made in the USA

duo wrap our adjustable waterproof cover   MSRP 13.25

color  options:

blackbird

finwhite meadow ocean blue aqua moss midnight 
blue

honeydew irispoppy

hoot alice
brights

fallen
leaves

woodland aspen
grove

mountain
range

adventure
trail

birdiehappy 
camper

mountain 
bike

ocean life



color  options:

blackbird white aquafin iris celery

The generous cut of Thirsties Diaper Covers 
presents a superior waterproof, yet breathable 
exterior on any type of flat, prefolded, or fitted 
cloth diaper. The cover’s roomy fit is ideal 
for chunky babies, over bulkier diapers, and 
nighttime systems. Leg gussets add advanced 
leak-proof protection and the bindings are super 
soft against your baby’s skin. Newborn/preemie 
and x-small sizes feature an umbilical cut out for 
your newborn’s comfort.

Want to get away with fewer diaper covers in 
rotation? The laminate that lines the inside of the 
soft polyester can be wiped clean between uses, 
then wash when thoroughly soiled. We suggest 
one cover for every 3-4 diapers in rotation 
(excluding diapers with waterproof exteriors).

features and benefits:
•  Pliable, breathable ultra-comfortable waterproof 

fabric

•  Wipe clean between washings

•  Leg gussets for advanced leak protection

•  Generous cut

•  Newborn/preemie and x-small sizes feature 

umbilical cord cut out

pair with:
Thirsties Duo Hemp Prefold or Duo Fab Fitted

closure options:
Hook & loop or snap

sizing:

Size           Weight Range            Age Range 
nb/preemie   4-10 lbs (2-4.5 kg)       0-1 month
x-small         6-12 lbs (3-5.5 kg)       0-3 months
small         12-18 lbs (5.5-8 kg)      3-9 months
medium        18-28 lbs (8-12.5 kg)    9-30 months
large         28-40 lbs (12.5-18 kg)  30-42 months

content:
100% polyester with waterproof urethane coating 

Made in the USA

diaper cover our original waterproof cover   MSRP 12.00
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features and benefits:
•  Ultra-absorbent and irresistibly soft with 11 total 

layers of bamboo cotton – 3 layers in the body and 
8 total layers in the snap in soaker pads

•  For a waterproof, leak-proof system, we 
recommend pairing with a Thirsties Duo Wrap or 
Diaper Cover

•  Gentle elastic around the legs and waist provide 
superb protection against leaks

•  One size diaper provides a customizable fit for most 
babies from birth to potty

pair with:
Thirsties Diaper Cover or Duo Wrap for a truly leak-
proof system
Thirsties Hemp Insert or Cotton Doubler for heavy 
wetters or extended, overnight use

closure options:
Snap

sizing:
Size      Weight Range Age Range
One Size   8-40 lbs (4-18 kg)    0-36 months

content:
70% Rayon from Bamboo/30% Cotton

Ultra-absorbent and irresistibly soft, our new 
Fitted diaper has 11 total layers of bamboo cotton 
– 3 layers in the body and 8 layers in the snap in 
soaker pads. Available with a snap closure and in 
a one-size option, this new diaper provides you 
with a customizable fit from birth to potty. 

Remember, although you’re not going to want to 
cover up these adorable, ultra-soft diapers, they 
are not waterproof on their own! We recommend 
pairing with a Thirsties Diaper Cover or Duo Wrap 
for a truly leak-proof system.

color  options:

fin moss ocean blue

natural one size fitted our naturally soft and absorbent diaper   MSRP 25.50



of moms and dads said one reason 
they chose Thirsties cloth diapers was 
because they are made in the USA.43% 

features and benefits:
•  Ultra-absorbent and irresistibly soft with 7 total 

layers of bamboo cotton – 3 layers in the body and 
4 layers in the snap in soaker pad

•  For a waterproof, leak-proof system, we 
recommend pairing with a Thirsties Duo Wrap or 
Diaper Cover

•  Umbilical cord snap down which may be used while 
cord stump is present or belly button is healing

•  Gentle elastic around the legs and waist provide 
superb protection against leaks

pair with:
Thirsties Diaper Cover or Duo Wrap for a truly leak-
proof system

closure options:
Snap

sizing:
Size      Weight Range Age Range
Newborn   5-14 lbs (2-6 kg)      0-3 months

content:
70% Rayon from Bamboo/30% Cotton

Our Natural Newborn Fitted Diaper offers natural, 
superior wetness protection, perfect for newborn 
baby’s delicate skin.

Made with 7 total layers of irresistibly soft 
bamboo cotton – 3 layers in the body and 4 
layers in the snap in soaker pad – and includes 
an umbilical cord snap down which may be used 
while cord stump is present or belly button is 
healing.

Remember, although you’re not going to want to 
cover up these adorable, ultra-soft diapers, they 
are not waterproof on their own! We recommend 
pairing with a Thirsties Diaper Cover or Duo Wrap 
for a truly leak-proof system. 

color  options:

fin moss ocean blue

natural newborn fitted our naturally soft and absorbent diaper   MSRP 17.95 
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features and benefits:
•	 Revolutionary design is easy to clean, quick to dry,  

and grows with your baby

•	 Made from soft organic custom hemp jersey knitted 
in the USA

•	 25% more absorbent and much more durable than  
pure cotton

•	 Maintains a trim and comfortable fit

pair with:
Thirsties Diaper Cover or Duo Wrap

content:
55% hemp, 45% organic cotton

duo hemp prefold
Our innovative prefold
Suggested Price: $8.00 each

Thirsties is revolutionizing the most widely used 
cloth diaper in the world! The panels of the Duo 
Hemp Prefold are two layers thick with openings on 
each end. This unique design allows for a thorough 
washing and quicker drying in comparison to 
ordinary prefolds. 

Our custom hemp jersey is as soft as your favorite 
t-shirt and is knitted here in the USA. Hemp is an 
ideal diaper fabric with antimicrobial properties and 
is more durable and absorbent than cotton. In fact, 
our hemp jersey is 25% more absorbent than a 
prefold of the same weight made from cotton alone! 
This translates into a very trim and effective cloth 
diaper with a hefty amount of absorbing power.

sizing:

Size Before Washing After Washing
One 13.5h x 15w      13h x 12.5w
Two 16.5h x 16.5w      16h x 14w

#1
For smaller babies, 

fold under top flap to 
decrease length.

#2
Fold diaper into thirds. Fan 

out the back for better 
coverage.

#3
Tuck tri-folded diaper into 
 a Thirsties Duo Wrap or 

Diaper Cover.

#4
Place diaper system under 
baby  and fasten with the 

Thirsties Duo Wrap 
or Diaper Cover.



features and benefits:
•	 Easy to use, easy to clean, quick to dry

•	 Fleece-topped to protect your baby from wetness

•	 Extremely absorbent yet maintains a trim and comfortable 
fit

•	 Combines fast absorbing power of microfiber terry 
together  
with the stable absorbency of hemp

pair with:
Duo Wrap

content:
Upper insert: 100% polyester 
Lower insert: 55% hemp, 45% organic cotton

Made in the USA

stay dry duo insert
Our simple, absorbent All-in-Two insert
Suggested Price: $7.00 each

Looking for a really simple yet effective cloth 
diaper? Thirsties Stay Dry Duo Insert is for you! 
The Stay Dry Duo Insert has two layers of our fast 
absorbing microfiber terry, topped with our stay-
dry and stain-resistant microfleece and snapped 
together with 5 layers of our buttery soft hemp 
jersey. When paired with a waterproof cover, you 
have an easy to use economical stay dry system 
that keeps your baby free of diaper rash and 
embarrassing leaks. Thirsties Stay Dry Duo Insert 
offers a comfortable, trim fit and phenomenal 
absorbency that will not let you down. Simply place 
the insert into a Duo Wrap, fasten around your baby 
and go!

sizing:

Size Weight Range Age Range
One 6-18 lbs (3-8 kg) 0-9 months
Two 18-40 lbs (8-18 kg) 9-36 months

#1:
Tuck into a Thirsties Duo Wrap 

#2
Place diaper system under baby 
and fasten with the Thirsties Duo 

Wrap.

cloth diapers
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organic cloth wipes
The get-the-job-done reusable wipe 
Suggested Price: $12.00 per 6-pack

Introducing Thirsties NEW Organic Cloth Wipes, 
a two-sided reusable wipe that’s gentle enough 
to use on your baby’s most delicate areas, yet 
perfect for handling bigger, sticky messes that can 
occur during diaper changes. Our 2-ply organic 
cloth wipes come in a 6-pack of soft, gender-
neutral colors, including 2 Moss, 2 Mango and 2 
White. They measure 8 x 8.5 inches and have two, 
buttery-soft layers; one side is organic cotton and 
the other is organic terry. These new wipes are 
perfect for face, hands, bums and bath time.

content:
Cotton side: 100% Organic Cotton
Terry Cloth Side: 90% Organic Cotton, 10% polyester

features and benefits:
•	 Irresistibly soft organic textiles that gently, yet 

thoroughly, cleanse your baby

•	 Two, buttery-soft layers, one side is organic 
cotton for smaller cleanups and the other is 
organic terry cloth for larger messes

•	 6 wipes per pack – 2 Moss, 2 Mango and 2 
White

•	 Cost effective – switch and save almost $500 
over disposable wipes

•	 Great as washcloths

pair with:
Thirsties Booty Luster



features and benefits:
•	 Cleanses and moisturizes baby’s skin

•	 A completely alcohol free, non-toxic, non-irritating solution

•	 Leaves skin residue free

•	 Safe for use with cloth diapers

pair with:
Thirsties Fab Wipes

Made in the USA

features and benefits:

•	 Soothes and prevents diaper rash

•	 Moisturizes and nourishes baby’s sensitive skin

•	 Certified Organic by Oregon Tilth

•	 Does not contain petroleum or other ingredients which  
coat fibers and cause diapers to repel moisture and hold odors

Made in the USA

booty luster
Baby wipe solution mist 
Suggested Price: $12.00 for 8 oz 

With a refreshing lavender scent, the NEW Booty Luster 
formula is an alcohol free, non-toxic, non-irritating 
solution that cleanses, soothes, and aids in diaper 
rash prevention. The custom formula loosens waste 
to thoroughly cleanse while gently moisturizing baby’s 
skin. Use Thirsties Booty Luster at every diaper change 
to help protect your baby’s delicate skin.

ingredients:
Organic Aloe Vera Juice (Aloe barbadensis), Calendula 
(Calendula officinalis), Chamomile (Matricaria recutita), 
Lavender (Lavendula officinalis), Oregon Grape Root (Mahonia 
aquafolium), Witch Hazel (Hamamelis virginiana), Vegetable 
Glycerin, Lavender Essential Oil, Polysorbate 20, Potassium 
Sorbate, Sodium Benzoate, Citric Acid.

booty love
Cloth diaper-safe diaper ointment
Suggested Price: $14.95 for 2 oz.

Use this diaper ointment between diaper changes 
and after baths to soothe and prevent diaper rash.  
Contains certified organic oils to moisturize and 
nourish your baby’s sensitive skin and natural herbs to 
relieve dry skin and rashes.  Can also be used to aid in 
the healing of minor cuts, burns and skin irritations.

ingredients:
Extra Virgin Olive Oil*, Beeswax*, Oregon Grape Root,  
Myrrh Gum, Yarrow Herb*, Calendula Flower*
* Certified Organic Ingredients

accessories
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features and benefits:
•	 6 thirsty layers of natural, absorbent material

•	 Stable absorption with minimal bulk

•	 Remarkably soft hemp/organic cotton jersey

•	 Available in two sizes for custom fit

hemp inserts
The ultimate in extra absorbency 
Suggested Price: $9.00 for 2-pack

Accessorize with a Thirsties Hemp Insert for the 
very best in bulletproof protection against leaks.

Thirsties Hemp Inserts add a tremendous amount 
of additional absorption capabilities to your existing 
cloth diapering system yet adds only the thickness 
of two stacked nickels! Made from 6 layers of 
remarkably soft hemp & cotton blend knit jersey, 
you will find that these are exactly what your baby 
needs to sleep comfortably through the night 
without leaks.

By the way...did you know that Thirsties’ new hemp 
jersey is like no other on the market? We (finally) 
found a knitter right here in the USA to custom knit 
the hemp textile to our specifications. You will find 
this hemp is thicker, softer, and holds-up better than 
any other on the market.

content:
55% hemp, 45% organic cotton

pair with:
Thirsties Duo Fab Fitted, All In One, or One Size Pocket



features and benefits:

•	 Use with current cloth diapering system as extra 
absorbency for heavy wetters or nighttime use

•	 4 soft layers of 100% organic cotton

•	 Available in 3 sizes for custom fit

content:
100% organic cotton

Made in the USA

pair with:
Thirsties Natural All In One, All In One, One Size 
Pocket Diaper and Natural Fitted Diaper

organic cotton doublers
Double up for more absorbency 
Suggested Price: $8.00 for 3-pack

Thirsties New Organic Cotton Doublers, the 
answer to parents’ quest for added protection! 
Comprised of 4 soft, absorbent layers of 100% 
organic cotton, the doublers can be used with 
any current cloth diaper system for heavy wetters 
or nighttime use. 3 different sizes for added 
customizability, plus, the fact that they’re organic 
makes these a home run!

accessories
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The Outdoor Adventure Collection

We are thrilled to introduce The Outdoor Adventure Collection. The Collection includes 4 
new family adventure-inspired prints and 1 new color.  

The Collection can be purchased in a package in the following products:

collection packages

•  Duo Wrap
•  One Size All In One
•  Newborn All In One

•  One Size Pocket Diaper
•  Natural One Size All In One
•  Natural Newborn All In One

MSRP 103.75
MSRP 128.75
MSRP   92.50

MSRP  66.25
MSRP  98.75
MSRP  77.50
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The Woodland Collection

We are thrilled to introduce The Woodland Collection. The Collection includes 4 new whimsical 
nature-inspired prints and 1 new color.  

The Collection can be purchased in a package in the following products:

•  Duo Wrap
MSRP  66.25

•  One Size Pocket Diaper
MSRP 103.75

•  One Size All In One
MSRP  98.75

•  Newborn All In One
MSRP  77.50

•  Natural One Size 
All In One
MSRP 128.75

•  Natural Newborn 
All In One
MSRP   92.50 girlboy
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features and benefits:

•	 Waterproof PUL and fully-taped waterproof seam 
keeps messes and moisture sealed within

•	 Snap handle can be used to hang or wrap wet bag for 
compact storage in your diaper bag.

•	 Holds up to eight diapers and inserts

•	 Zipper seals the bag and keeps odors at bay

content:
100% polyester with waterproof urethane coating

Made in the USA

color  options:

blackbird hoot fallen
leaves

alice
brights

aspen
grove

fin storm
cloud

ocean life

wet bag
Dirty diaper storage on the go
Suggested Price: $15.00 each

Now you can rack up even more savings by taking your cloth 
diapers on the go! We’re thrilled to introduce Thirsties’ new 
Wet Bag, a fashionable, yet practical solution for storing your 
soiled diapers.  Go ahead, tuck this handy tote into your pocket 
or diaper bag and you’ll find it’s not just a perfect spot for your 
diapers, but also swimwear, towels, or anything that gets wet 
while you’re on the go.

Thirsties Wet Bag is suitable storage for a full day away from 
home as it can hold up to eight diapers. Waterproof PUL and 
fully-taped waterproof seams prevent leaking and wicking 
keeping everything else in your bag dry. The cute, color-
coordinated snap handle may be used to hang from a doorknob 
or to wrap the wet bag for easy storage in a diaper bag.

midnight 
blue

adventure
trail

birdiehappy 
camper

mountain 
bike



white fin celerypoppy storm
cloud

color  options:

features and benefits:

•	 Waterproof PUL and fully-taped waterproof seams 
prevent leaking  
and wicking and keep moisture out of your diaper pail

•	 Elastic opening provides a snug fit on diaper pails up to 
54 quarts

•	 Sewn-in closure strap keeps odors in when liner is not 
in a diaper pail

content:
100% polyester with waterproof urethane coating

Made in the USA

diaper pail liner
Dirty diaper storage at home
Suggested Price: $17.50 each

Don’t air your dirty laundry! Now Thirsties has a better solution to 
keep your diapers under wraps. We’re excited to introduce our new 
line of pail liners in several of Thirsties’ most popular colors.  These 
stylish bags are not just “for looks”; they have been completely 
redesigned with waterproof PUL and fully-taped waterproof seams 
to keep your baby’s biggest messes sealed within.

This awesome pail liner provides a perfect fit on pails up to 54 
quarts, while an attached closure strap holds in odors while 
carrying your liner to the wash.

To clean your pail liner, simply toss it in the wash with your 
soiled diapers. We recommend purchasing at least two liners to 
keep in rotation.

accessories
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